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QUESTION 1

You plan to use a Python script to run an Azure Machine Learning experiment. The script creates a reference to the
experiment run context, loads data from a file, identifies the set of unique values for the label column, and completes the
experiment run: 

from azureml.core import Runimport pandas as pdrun = Run.get_context()data = pd.read_csv(\\'data.csv\\')label_vals =
data[\\'label\\'].unique()# Add code to record metrics here run.complete() 

The experiment must record the unique labels in the data as metrics for the run that can be reviewed later. 

You must add code to the script to record the unique label values as run metrics at the point indicated by the comment. 

Solution: Replace the comment with the following code: 

run.upload_file(\\'outputs/labels.csv\\', \\'./data.csv\\') 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

label_vals has the unique labels (from the statement label_vals = data[\\'label\\'].unique()), and it has to be logged. 

Note: 

Instead use the run_log function to log the contents in label_vals: 

for label_val in label_vals: run.log(\\'Label Values\\', label_val) 

Reference: https://www.element61.be/en/resource/azure-machine-learning-services-complete-toolbox-ai 

 

QUESTION 2

After you answer a question in this section, you will NOT be able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen. 

You plan to use a Python script to run an Azure Machine Learning experiment. The script creates a reference to the
experiment run context, loads data from a file, identifies the set of unique values for the label column, and completes the
experiment run: 

from azureml.core import Runimport pandas as pdrun = Run.get_context()data = pd.read_csv(\\'data.csv\\')label_vals =
data[\\'label\\'].unique()# Add code to record metrics here run.complete() 

The experiment must record the unique labels in the data as metrics for the run that can be reviewed later. 

You must add code to the script to record the unique label values as run metrics at the point indicated by the comment. 

Solution: Replace the comment with the following code: 
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run.log_list(\\'Label Values\\', label_vals) 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: A 

run.log_list log a list of values to the run with the given name using log_list. 

Example: run.log_list("accuracies", [0.6, 0.7, 0.87]) 

Note: 

Data= pd.read_csv(\\'data.csv\\') 

Data is read into a pandas.DataFrame, which is a two-dimensional, size-mutable, potentially heterogeneous tabular
data. 

label_vals =data[\\'label\\'].unique 

label_vals contains a list of unique label values. 

Reference: 

https://www.element61.be/en/resource/azure-machine-learning-services-complete-toolbox-ai 

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/python/api/azureml-core/azureml.core.run(class) 

https://pandas.pydata.org/docs/reference/api/pandas.DataFrame.html 

 

QUESTION 3

You train and register a model in your Azure Machine Learning workspace. 

You must publish a pipeline that enables client applications to use the model for batch inferencing. You must use a
pipeline with a single ParallelRunStep step that runs a Python inferencing script to get predictions from the input data. 

You need to create the inferencing script for the ParallelRunStep pipeline step. 

Which two functions should you include? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point. 

A. run(mini_batch) 

B. main() 

C. batch() 

D. init() 

E. score(mini_batch) 
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Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: 

https://github.com/Azure/MachineLearningNotebooks/tree/master/how-to-use-azureml/machine-learning-
pipelines/parallel-run 

 

QUESTION 4

You create an Azure Machine Learning pipeline named pipeline 1 with two steps that contain Python scripts. Data
processed by the first step is passed to the second step. 

You must update the content of the downstream data source of pipeline 1 and run the pipeline again. 

You need to ensure the new run of pipeline 1 fully processes the updated content. 

Solution: Change the value of the compute.target parameter of the PythonScriptStep object in the two steps. 

Does the solution meet the goal? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

You are in the process of carrying out feature engineering on a dataset. 

You want to add a feature to the dataset and fill the column value. 

Recommendation: You must make use of the Join Data Azure Machine Learning Studio module. 

Will the requirements be satisfied? 

A. Yes 

B. No 

Correct Answer: B 
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